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A Head-mounted Augmented Reality Device based on Android Phone

Research Challenges

❑ Illumination condition has great influence on vision system 

❑ Real time video transmission latency restricts the performance

❑We don’t have enough time to add more functionalities on our 

device, such as hand gesture recognition, objects switch and 

so on.

Motivations and Objectives

❑ Objectives

▪ The proposed device contains an                            

Android phone, a Google Cardboard                                   

and 2 USB cameras.

▪ Computer Vision: Use ORB planar                           

tracking algorithm and ORB-SLAM                              

algorithm to track camera pose in                                      

the scene and render a 3D object                                       

in the real environment. Implement robust marker-less  AR 

in arbitrary scenes.

▪ Google Cardboard Application: Transmit real time video 

stream from PC to Android phone and display through 

Google Cardboard to achieve stereoscopic vision.

❏AKAZE & ORB planar tracking

Google Cardboard Application:

❏ORB planar tracking AR

❏Marker-less robust Augmented Reality

❏Stereo Camera Calibration: Use checker 

board pattern, compute camera intrinsic and 

extrinsic parameters, camera matrices, 

distortion coefficients, transformation vectors 

and rotation vectors.

❏AKAZE and ORB planar tracking: Track a 

plane in 3D space based on corresponding 

points between two frames. Define the 

corresponding object points by taking z value  

as 0. Find camera pose from 3D-2D point 

correspondences.

❏ORB-SLAM

❏OpenGL 3D object rendering

❏3D model & scene making: On the Unity 3D 

platform, establish the virtual environment and 

create 3D characters among the scenario.

❏Real-time display: The camera of Raspberry pi 

captures the real-time video and transmit  it via 

WiFi. Set a web browser as server and the 

Android phone as client. Apply MJPG-streamer 

to display the real-time video on the browser on 

Android phone.

❏3D polarization: Realize two-eye-view effect by 

making Android app on Android Studio.

❏Optional function app: With optional buttons, 

the user is able to choose wanted effected video. 

By pressing the button, the interface would direct 

to respective function.
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❑Motivations

▪ Augmented Reality(AR) and Virtual Reality(VR) nowadays 

are very hot topics and have the potential to change how 

we interact with almost every industry. Most AR 

applications today are 2D display, we want to built a 

stereoscopic AR device that allows users to experience 3D 

AR display.

❏Android Application

❏Google Cardboard Application

❏VR Scene

❏VR Game


